the council at the earliest possible moment a full statement in detail

which the lingual gustatory nerve was divided as a palliative

stabbing pains at the time of their formation. when the tumor at

usual sequelap and death ultimately occurs from the combined effect

simpler forms may terminate in recovery but those cases due to

chloroform was given and under dr. galabin s directions
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tartrate of iron etc. are the most appropriate of the medical agents.

if the aneurism irritate the fibers of the sympathetic ne e without

tion of the relief to be expected by treatment is much influenced by

la coagulation fibrineuse s etait produite dans tarl re pulmonaire comme dans les

thus far published on this point. sexual excesses are generally held
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dering and he is dead. tlie dying may extend over several days

nodosities in the former the organ on section presents a uniform

the coma and insensibility of hfemorrhage into the pons and the nar
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